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----- Original Message ----From: Lathrop,Sandra
To: Karen Ruggles
Sent: Thursday, February 28, 2008 1:52 PM
Subject: I saw your website...

yes i hope this weekend is not cold and wet, so i can shampoo feathers.
feedback for you to use,
Last summer was the first time I used stop it all, on my shire's sweet itch [summer itching], which
was only managed in previous years, with a full snoogy hood, a full clip of mane and feathers,
and the stuff you buy for scabbies, rubbed in everywhere daily. Even then he managed to rub
himself sore.
[summer itching]Last year with the help of stop it all he now has a full mane and tail, no bald
patches, and he was able to go in the field without his covering, which was very hot to wear in
the sun. His feathers have grown back even with mud feaver starting over the winter, stop it all
helped to keep this down, now i am using it to keep away mites without having the vet give a
mites injection. Will let you know how I get on.
A previous owner will be coming to see him over easter, and does not believe I've managed to
win his sweet itch [summer itching] battle, when she was with him, it could get so bad all his neck,
belly and bottom was red raw, he rubbed away all of his mane and tail, where as last summer I
managed to not have one sore, thanks to stop it all, hope the mites are as easy to stop as the
sweetitch [summer itching]was!
Sandra Lathrope

Many thanks to Sandra Lathrope for taking the time to share this wonderful story.
Note: Whilst we are hugely grateful for all the telephone feedbacks we receive on our products, only ones
received in writing will be considered for inclusion on this web or as part of any PR...so that readers have
peace of mind that we're not making this up! All quoted testimonials can be viewed at our offices.
01823 259952 ● www.karenruggles.co.uk ● Naturally

good ideas....

